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AUGUST SECURITY SUMMARY

The number of reported LRA attacks per month continued to fall 
sharply from June, with LRA forces reportedly perpetrating 11 at-
tacks on civilians. August was the quietest month of LRA activity on 
record in 2011. 

Over the course of the highlighted month, LRA forces reportedly 
killed two and abducted 21 civilians, matching Oct. 2010 with fewest 
civilians killed and marking the second-lowest level of abductions dur-
ing the last 18 months.

Of 11 reported LRA attacks, nine took place in Haut Uele, Democ-
ractic Republic of the Congo (DRC) and two in Bas Uele, DRC. No 
attacks were reported in Central African Republic (CAR) or South 
Sudan (S. Sudan). 

Measured by total number of civilians either killed, abducted or 
wounded, the reported attack in Banda, Bas Uele stood as the most 
severe attack in August, in which seven civilians were abducted and 
one wounded.
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KEY
DATE | COUMMUNITY, PROVINCE, COUNTRY
Incident Description 
[Incident Rating: Confidence in incident accuracy from 1 - 5, 
LRA Rating: Confidence in LRA involvement at Low, Medium or High]

5AUG | NGILIMA, HAUT UELE, DRC
During the week of 5 August, 15 LRA elements reportedly attempted to 
abduct a 15-year-old girl near Ngilima. [3, Medium]

5AUG | BANGADI, HAUT UELE, DRC
Security forces reportedly encountered and took into custody a 17-year-
old boy near Bangadi who had escaped from LRA forces. [5, N/A]

6AUG | FARADJE TO DUNGU ROAD, HAUT UELE, DRC
LRA forces reportedly attacked traders from Ariwara on their way to 
Dungu, looting their goods and abducting one trader. [3, Medium]

8AUG | MAGEDA, BAS UELE, DRC
A large number of LRA elements reportedly looted Mageda just outside 
of Banda, DRC, resulting in the abduction of two men. Many of the com-
batants were wearing military uniforms and carrying guns. [5, Medium]

10AUG |  BANDA, BAS UELE, DRC
A large group of LRA elements reportedly attacked Banda shooting one 
man in the leg, and abducting seven community members. Security forces 
who responded to the incident wounded two suspected LRA. [4,  High]

10AUG | NASALA, HAUT UELE, DRC
LRA forces reportedly abducted two women and one man while walking 
home from the market near Nasala, which is close to Nagero, DRC. The 
two woman escaped later that day.  [4, Medium]

11AUG | AMADI, BAS UELE, DRC
During the week of August 11th, a teenage girl reportedly escaped from 
LRA forces near Amadi after 9 months in captivity. [3, N/A]

13AUG | NASALA, HAUT UELE, DRC
While attempting to escape LRA forces, a man was reportedly shot and

 

killed three days after he was abducted near Nasala. [5, Medium] (See 
above for related Nasala attack on 10 August)

14AUG | BANDA, BAS UELE, DRC
A large number of armed LRA elements were reportedly seen just out-
side of Banda. [4, Medium]

15AUG | DUKPA, HAUT UELE, DRC (unknown GPS coordinates)
Two men reportedly met armed LRA elements in Dukpa on the road 
home from a local market. The men ran away, leaving their bicycles, and 
hid in the forest for two days. They returned to their home community of 
Ngilima on August 17th. [4, Medium]

19AUG | BANGADI, HAUT UELE, DRC
A total of seven people, comprising two women and five children, report-
edly escaped from LRA forces and entered Bangadi. [4, N/A]

23AUG | MANGASABA, HAUT UELE, DRC
A man and a woman were presumed abducted by LRA forces after disap-
pearing while traveling through a small community known as Mangasaba.
Their motorcycle and the man’s belt was found one week later with no 
sign of the travelers. [3, Low]

24AUG | MANGASABA, HAUT UELE, DRC
While traveling by motorcycle, a man was reportedly killed and a preg-
nant woman,and a young child were presumably abducted by LRA forces 
after disappearing near Mangasaba. The man was found dead on August 
29th with his body mutilated not far from the road and the woman and 
child are still missing.  [4, Low]

26AUG | MBIANGU, HAUT UELE, DRC
Four armed LRA elements reportedly attacked three cyclists in Mbiangu. 
on their way home from Bangadi, DRC.  The cyclists escaped abduction 
by running away, but the LRA combatants looted all of their goods with 
the exception of the bicycles. [3, Low]

30AUG | BANGADI, HAUT UELE, DRC
Suspected LRA elements reportedly abducted two men and one woman 
from Bangadi. [3, Low]
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ABOUT THE LRA CRISIS TRACKER
Data reflected in this brief was collected as part of the Invisible Children 
+ Resolve LRA Crisis Tracker, a geospatial database and reporting proj-
ect which  aims to track incidents of violent conflict in areas of Central 
Africa affected by  the Lord’s Resistance Army. Through publication of 
regular reports and open-source sharing of collected data, the LRA Crisis 
Tracker seeks to help  overcome the current deficit of relevant and timely 
information related to the LRA crisis and to support improved policy and 
humanitarian responses.

For a real-time, geospatial look at LRA activity, or to download the data 
found within the Monthly Security Brief please visit the LRA Crisis Track-
er Map at: LRACrisisTracker.com

METHODOLOGY
For more detailed information regarding data verification, data sourcing 
and key definitions utilized to create the Monthly Security Brief, please 
refer to the LRA Crisis Tracker Security Brief Methodology at theresolve.
org/LRACrisisTracker 

ABOUT RESOLVE

ABOUT RESOLVE
Resolve is a Washington D.C.-based advocacy organization seeking to 
move U.S. and international political leaders to take the actions needed 
to see a permanent end to the violence of the Lord’s Resistance Army in 
Central Africa and justice to LRA-affected communities. Learn more at 
theresolve.org.

ABOUT INVISIBLE CHILDREN
Invisible Children is an international NGO working to assist communities 
in LRA-affected areas of Central Africa by expanding community-based 
early warning systems, reaching out to potential LRA defectors and af-
fected communities through FM radio, and rehabilitating formerly-abduct-
ed children. Learn more at invisiblechildren.com.

CONTACT
In the interest of continually improving the LRA Crisis Tracker dataset, 
LRA Crisis Tracker project administrators welcome feedback and new 
sources of current or historical reports of LRA activity.  To contact ad-
ministrators please email LRACrisisTracker@theresolve.org.
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